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W aldo S. Glock died in Las Cruces, New Mexico, on Jan
uary 7, 1990, at the age o f 92. He had a long and distin
guished career as a teacher and researcher in the geologi
ca l and  ea rth  sc ien ces , and in 1988 the G eo lo g ica l 
Society of America recognized his 50th year as a Fellow 
of the Society.

W aldo Glock was born in Vinton, Iowa, August 20,
1897. In 1920 he received his B.A. degree from the Uni
versity of Iowa; five years later he left Yale with a Ph.D.
(1925). In 1924 he married Betty Wellman of New Haven,
Connecticut. They had one son, Waldo S. Glock, Jr. It is 
remarkable that, in this day of interest and excitement in 
paleoclimatology, Waldo Glock’s nomination for Fellow
ship to the Geological Society of America, which was filed 
on November 6, 1933, listed “Branch of geology now pur
sued” as “Tree rings and climate; Paleoclimatology.” It is no exaggeration to note that Waldo 
Glock was one of the pioneers in the fields of dendroclimatology and dendrochronology.

In 1939, New York Times correspondent Howard Blakeslee, writing on scientific discover
ies at Texas Technological College, wrote that “E. L. Reed and W aldo S. Glock have just 
blasted the ancient belief that the age of a tree could be determined by the number of ‘rings’ in 
its cross section.... [They] have proved conclusively that sometimes as many as five new rings 
appeared each year of the tree’s growth.” Blakeslee believed that this “valuable addition to the 
world’s store of knowledge” could sooner or later be used to the advantage of humanity.

In 1922, while a student at the State University o f Iowa, Glock served as assistant geologist 
with the university’s natural history expedition to Fiji and New Zealand. At Yale, he was an 
instructor in historical geology, and after graduation he joined the faculty of Ohio State Univer
sity as instructor in geology and physiography (1924-1931). In addition he worked as a geolo
gist with the U.S. Geological Survey (1920-1936) and for the Ohio Geological Survey (1925). 
In 1931 he joined the research staff of the Carnegie Institution of Washington in the division of 
plant biology and was located on the campus of the University of Arizona, Tucson.

It was here that he began his research in tree growth, working with A. E. Douglass on the 
use of tree rings to extract both a chronology of events in the American Southwest and a meas
ure of climatic variability. From 1938 to 1948, except for wartime service as a major with the 
United States Army A ir Corps attached to headquarters in W ashington, D.C. (1941-1945), 
Glock taught geology at Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas, where he continued his 
research in tree rings, both in Lubbock and in the lower forest border near Flagstaff, Arizona.

In 1948 he accepted a position as chairman of the Department of Geology at Macalester 
College in St. Paul, Minnesota. Here he founded the Tree-Ring Research Laboratory, which 
conducted research in tree-growth patterns in relation to rainfall; he was also instrumental in 
establishing the Department of Astronomy and obtaining funds for the Wilkie Observatory. In
1950 Glock was guest lecturer at the University of Minnesota, and in 1965, he attended a scien
tific Congress in Brno, Czechoslovakia, where he presented a paper on the multiplicity of rings 
in the cambium of trees.
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Upon his retirement from Macalester in 1966, he taught one year as visiting professor of 
geology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, then accepted a research position at 
the University of Colorado, Boulder.

My own interactions with Waldo and his wife Betty occurred after he moved to Boulder. 
With the encouragement of John Marr, then Director of the Institute of Arctic and Alpine 
Research (INSTAAR), Waldo became a professor emeritus at the university with an office at 
INSTAAR. As a young associate professor in geological sciences, I was taken under his wing. 
He was a kind man, with time to talk. One of the major lessons he taught me was the value of, 
as he would say, “knowing the literature.” Commonly, Waldo would comment during the 
morning coffee hour about an author who failed one of his prime litmus tests— did he acknowl
edge the intellectual advances upon which his study was based? Waldo Glock certainly knew 
his literature!

Waldo eventually retired again and left Boulder in 1979 at age 82. He went to Las Cruces, 
New Mexico, so that he could be near his son. Here, he was finally able to pursue his lifetime 
hobbies of reading and philosophizing.

A glance at the selected list of references below indicates the range of Waldo Glock’s 
research interests. He published in several fields, including geomorphology, sedimentary petrol
ogy, forestry, and paleoclimatology. This breadth of interest and experience, difficult to repli
cate in the modern specialized research environment, is an ideal, even a necessary criterion, for 
a teacher in either a small college or a large university.

In addition to being a Fellow of the GSA, Waldo was also a member of the American Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Science, the American Geophysical Union, the Botanical Society, 
Phi Beta Kappa, and Kiwanis International. He was also a veteran of World Wars I and II.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF W. S. GLOCK
1920 The use of the terms flint and chert: Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of Sciences, v. 27, 

p. 167-173.
1922 The deficiency of atmospheric dust in coal: Science, v. 56, p. 484-485.
1923 Algae as limestone makers and climatic indicators: American Journal of Science, v. 6, 

p. 377-406.
1925 Lake Wakatipu and the Remarkables: Journal of Geography, v. 24 (8), p. 288-299.
1927 The significance of red color in sediments: American Journal of Science, v. 14, 

p. 345-348.
1928 An analysis of erosional terms: American Journal of Science, v. 15, p. 471-483.
1929 Geology of the east-central part of the Spring Mountain Range, Nevada: American Jour

nal of Science, v. 17, p. 326-341.
1930 An analysis of planational terms: An addition: Ohio Journal of Science, v. 30 (3), 

p. 199-204.
1931 The development of drainage systems and the dynamic cycle: Ohio Journal of Science, 

v. 31 (5), p. 309-334.
------ The development of drainage systems: A synoptic view: Geographical Review, v. 21,

p. 475-482.
1932 Premonitory planations in western Colorado: Pan-American Geologist, v. 57, p. 29-37.
------ Meridional deflection of streams due to Earth’s rotation: Pan-American Geologist, v. 57,

p. 97-100.
1933 Tree-ring analysis by Douglass system: Pan-American Geologist, v. 60, p. 1-14.
1934 The language of tree rings: Scientific Monthly, v. 38, p. 501-510.
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1935 Native copper masses in glacial tills (Symposium: Patrician Center of Glaciation): Pan- 
American Geologist, v. 63, p. 24-26.

1937 Principles and methods of tree-ring analysis: Carnegie Institution Washington Publication 
486,100 p.

------ What tree rings tell: Carnegie Institution of Washington News Service Bulletin, v. 4 (20),
p. 175-178.

------ Observations on the western juniper: Madrono, v. 4 (1), p. 21-28.
1938 Tree-growth indices to past climates: Pan-American Geologist, v. 70, p. 135-144.
1940 Rainfall types and tree-growth patterns as indices to past climates: Pan-American Geolo

gist, v. 74, p. 290-296.
1941 (with Stainbrook, M. A.) Development of primitive valley heads in Texas Panhandle: 

Pan-American Geologist, v. 76, p. 329-334.
------ Some past notions on interpretation value of tree-growth rings on climate: Pan-American

Geologist, v. 76, p. 164-180.
------ Growth rings and climate: Botanical Review, v. 7, p. 649-713.
1942 (with Sampson, A. W.) Tree growth and the environmental complex. A critique of “ring” 

growth studies and suggestions for future research: Journal of Forestry, v. 40, p. 614-620.
------ A rapid method of correlation for continuous time series: American Journal of Science,

v. 240, p. 437-442.
1946 Algae as ecologic indicator: The American Midland Naturalist, v. 36 (2), p. 279-281.
1950 Tree growth and rainfall—A study of correlation and methods: Smithsonian Institution 

Miscellaneous Collections, v. 3 (18), p. 1-47.
1951 Cambial frost injuries and multiple growth layers at Lubbock, Texas: Ecology, v. 32 (1), 

p. 28-36.
1953 Tree-ring dating: Proceedings of the Minnesota Academy of Science, v. 21, p. 47-53.
1955 Tree growth II. Growth rings and climate: Botanical Review, b. 21 (1-3), p. 73-188.
------ Tree growth and rainfall: American Geophysical Union Transactions, v. 36, p. 315-318.
1960 (and Studhalter, R. A. and Agerter, Sharlene R.) Classification and multiplicity in the 

branches of trees: Smithsonian Institution Miscellaneous Collections, v. 140 (1), 294 p.
1962 (and Agerter, Sharlene R.) Rainfall and tree growth, in Kozlowski, T. T., ed., Tree 

growth: New York, Ronald Press, p. 25-53.
1963 (and Germann, Paul J. and Agerter, Sharlene R.) Uniformity among growth layers in three 

ponderosa pines: Smithsonian Institution Miscellaneous Collections, v. 145 (4), 375 p.
------ (and Agerter, Sharlene R.) Anomalous patterns in tree rings: Endeavour [London], v. 22,

p. 9-13.
------ (and Studhalter, R. A. and Agerter, Sharlene R.) Tree-growth— Some historical chapters

on diameter growth: Botanical Review, v. 29 (3), p. 245-365.
1964 (and Gaines, Edward W. and Agerter, Sharlene R.) Soil-moisture fluctuations under two 

ponderosa pine stands in northern Arizona: Rocky Mountain Forest & Range Experimen
tal Station Research Paper RM -9,34 p.

------ Tip growth in trees of West Texas and Maryland: Advancing Frontiers of Plant Sciences
[New Delhi], v. 9, p. 15-106.

1965 (with Agerter, Sharlene R.) An annotated bibliography of tree growth and growth rings, 
1950-1962: Tucson, University of Arizona Press, 180 p.

1968 Tree growth and precipitation near Flagstaff, Arizona, in Court, Arnold, ed., Eclectic cli
matology, Corvallis, University of Oregon Press, p. 79-106.
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